Ac His1 [D-Phe2, K15, R16, L27] VIP (3-7)/GRF (8-27)--a VPAC1 receptor antagonist--is an inverse agonist on two constitutively active truncated VPAC1 receptors.
C-terminally truncated human VPAC(1) receptors were constructed and stably transfected in Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells. Selected clones expressing comparable receptor densities were studied for ligand's binding properties, basal and stimulated adenylate cyclase activity. The wild-type (1-457) receptor served as reference. The binding properties of all the constructions were preserved. As judged by the intrinsic activity of the partial agonist Q(3)-VIP, the shortest receptors have a moderate impairment of the coupling efficacy to G(alpha s) protein. Cells expressing the VPAC(1) (1-436) and (1-441) truncated receptors had a two- to three-fold higher basal adenylate cyclase activity than those expressing the wild-type or the VPAC(1) (1-444), (1-433), (1-429), (1-421) and (1-398) receptor. The stimulatory effect of VIP and other agonist was preserved. This suggested that VPAC(1) (1-436) and (1-441) receptors had a constitutive activity. The selective VPAC(1) receptor antagonist Ac His(1) [D-Phe(2), K(15), R(16), L(27)] VIP (3-7)/GRF (8-27) reduced by 60% the basal activity with an EC(50) value of 3 nM comparable to its IC(50) value for binding. This agonist behaved thus like an inverse agonist on the constitutively active VPAC(1) receptors generated by C-terminal truncation and expressed in CHO cells.